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INTRODUCTION

The primary intent of this book is to acquaint the
reader with the functional elements of a television
broadcast studio and some of the more common
diagnostic and measurement concepts on which video
measurement techniques are based.
In grouping the functional elements of the
broadcasting studio, two areas of primary concern
can be identified -- video signal sources and the
signal routing path from the source to the
transmitter.
The design and maintenance of these functional
elements is based in large measure on their use
and purpose. Understanding the use and purpose
of any device always enhances the engineer's or
technician's ability to maintain the performance
initially designed into the equipment.
The functional elements of the broadcast studio
will be described in the first portion of this
book including a brief discussion of how these
functional elements interrelate to form an
integrated system.
In the broadcasting studio, once the video sources
and routing systems are initially established,
maintaining quality control of both the sources
and the routing path becomes one of the major
concerns of the broadcast engineer.
Since the picture information is transmitted as a
video waveform, quality control can in large
measure be accomplished in terms of waveform
distortions and subjective picture quality
degradations.
Four major test waveforms, each designed to observe
and measure a specific type of distortion, are
commonly used in a broadcast studio. The diagnostic
information contained in each waveform will be
described in the latter portion of this book in
terms of the measurements commonly made with each
of the four waveforms.
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Fig. 1-1.

Front and rear view of a color
television camera showing the zoom
lens , viewfinder , and camera
controls. Courtesy of KATU.
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CAMERA

camera
functio n

opt ica l
system

The camera, which is usually mounted on a moveab le
dolly in the studio, convert s the reflect ed light
from a studio scene into an electr ical wavefor m.
To effec tively perform this f unction , the camera
contain s an optica l system to converg e the scene
onto the image targ e t s, an image pickup tube to
conver t the light to a voltag e, preamp lifiers to
amplify the signal from the image pickup tube to a
usable leve l, and deflec tion circuit s to scan the
image pic kup tube in an es t ablishe d pattern .
Examin ing the camera more c los e ly, the camera
optica l system serves two purpose s -- focus ing the
image on the pickup tube targets a nd optica lly
splitti ng the light into the primary color
compon ents.
The came ra optica l system conta ins a zoom lens for
optica l fo c u s a nd an iris to contro l the amount of
light strikin g the image pickup tube .

co lo r-I igh t
se pa r at ion

Color- sensiti ve dichro ic mirror s initial l y separa te
the image into three primary color images ; color
filters in front of each pickup tub e more prec isely
shape the c olor respons e of each individ ua l channe l
to t he prescri bed color respons e s.
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Fig. 1-2.

Image orthico n and vidicon tube.
Because of its smalle r size, the
vidicon tube is more desirab le in
color cameras. Courtes y of KATU.
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image
pickup
tubes

Two alternativ e types of image pickup tubes are used
in current color cameras: the "image orthicon" and
the "vidicon". Both types are shown in Fig. 1-2.
When comparing the two types, the image orthicon
generally has greater resolution , less noise, and
no image retention (picture lag) while the v i dicon
has greater light sensitivity and smaller physical
size. Both light sensitivity and size are important
in a color camera in which the additional optics and
filters attenuate the light and where a minimum of
three tubes are needed.

preamp I i f i ers

Voltage preamplif iers physically locat ed close to
e ach pickup tub e amplify the video signa ls t o a
usable level .
The typical color camera contains at least three
image pickup tubes and assoc i ated video amplifier
channe ls -- one for each primary color. Some cameras
hav e a fourth video s ys tem used exclusive ly for the
brightness /white informa tion.

ai ming the
c amera

A picture monitor mounted at the rear of the camera
serves as a viewfinder for the cameraman. A voice
intercom enables the cameraman, located on the floor
of the studio, to communicat e with the technical
direc tor a nd program director, who are u s ua lly
loc ated in the studio control room.

camera
control
unit <CCU)

To minimize the camera size as much as possib le, the
waveform processing portion of the camera is not
done in the studio camera but in a second unit
considered part of the c olor camera "chain"
called the Camera Control Unit or CCU.
The video signals from e a ch of the image pi ckup
tub e pr eamplif i e r s a r e f e d to the CCU through
coaxial cables for further processing .
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Simplified signal flow block of a color camera chain.
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CCU
si gnal s

The CCU is located either in the studio control room
or adjacent to it . It contains signal generatin g
e quipment needed to drive the camera deflectio n
c i rc ui try as we ll as th e signal pr oc essing equipmen t ,
called the "encoder , " which processes the three video
signals into a composite color video waveform . The
comple te signal flow block diagram is shown in
Fig . 1- 3 .
The CCU console (shown in Fig. 1- 4) includes a
picture monitor and waveform monitor oscillosc ope
to observe the effects of the camera setup controls.
These setup controls include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The gain controls for ea ch of the three
or four signal channels.
The electrica l/optical controls for
image regi s tration .
The focus a nd t a rget controls .
The bl a ck setup and lev el controls.

Fig. 1-4.

Camera control unit panel.
Courtesy of KATU.
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Fig. 1-5 .

camera
s ignal
mo nito ring

Four-chann el YRGB display
(simulated ).

Since a minimum of three identical video channels
are processed by the encoder, a special waveform
monitor display is provided so all the channels
can be observed simultaneo usly. This display is
called RGB (or YRGB). A special signal from the
encoder horizontal ly positions the output of each
primary-co lor video amplifier so the three outputs
lie side-by-sid e on the oscilloscop e CRT. Comparison
of all the video channels can then be easily made.
A typical display is shown in Fig. 1-5.
Composite sync, the color burst, and black setup level
are all added to the video in the encoder. The
composite color video waveform at the output of the
CCU is then ready for signal routing.
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TELEVISION TAPE RECORDER

The television tape recorder is the most widely used
video sour ce in the broadcast studio. The tape
recorder is an electro/mechanical device which can
either deposit or recover a composite video waveform
from magnetic tape.
The tape recorder has become a valuable production
tool since most current recorders can be equipp ed
with special electronic editing devices to permit
a program director t o literally "put together" a
finished program complete with inserted commercials.
The tape recording machine contains four basic
elements:
1.

t ape
t ran s port

The tape transport -- the mechanical
mechanism that moves the tape past
the recording or playback head gap.
Four distinct recording tracks are
deposited or recovered from the tape:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Video
Audio
Cue
Timing control

2.

Servo control -- the servo control is a
tape-to-head velocity control system
to maintain very precise tape movement.
The servo control also allows the taped
video to be synchronized with other
studio video sources.

r eco rdin g
e lect r oni cs

3.

The recording electronics -- the recording
electronics consists of a FM modulator,
equalizing networks, and wideband amplifiers.

p layb ac k
e lectroni cs

4.

The pl ayback elec tronics - - the playback
elec tronic equipment consists of the FM
demodulators, amplifier system and
playback frequency-respon s e equalizer.

se r vo
co nt rol
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Courtesy of KATU

Courtesy of KGW

Fig. 2-1.

Two corrnnon video tape recorders for
recording and playing back quality
color television prograrrnning.
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mechanical
system
importance

Since the tape recorder is both mechanical and
electrical in nature, adjustments of mechanical
tolerances as well as c ir cuit adjustments will
affect the condition of the composite video.
Knowledge of the mechanical components and their
effects on the overall system is therefore important.
In order to record the relatively wideband
composite video signal on magnetic tape, the
magnetic head gap must be very small and/or the
head-to-tape speed must be very fast.
For practical head-gap spacing, a tape speed of
1500 inches per second -- at least 100 times faster
than audio tape recorders -- is required to record
the necessary bandwidth.
Using conventional techniques, a considerable amount
of tape would be consumed since the tape woul d be
moving past the recording head in excess o f 100 miles
per hour.
The tape speed (and tape consumption) can be reduced
by moving both the tape and the tape head. This
technique is used in current video tape recorders
by mounting four heads on a 2-inch cylinder as
illustrated in Fig. 2-2.
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Fig. 2-2.

Profile view, drum and guide .
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Fig. 2-3.

revolving
head

head band

Video head assembly.

Courtesy of KGW.

The head cylinder or drum then rotates at 14,400
revolutions per minute (or 240 revolutions per second)
creating a relative head-to-tape velocity of 1500
inches per second when the tape is moving past the
rotating drum at the rate of 15 inches per second.
A guide, located adjacent to the rotating drum, cups
and holds the tape against the drum. The complete
video head assembly is shown in Fig. 2-3.
With the rotating heads revolving at the rate of
240 revolutions per second, each head then records
16 to 17 television scanning lines on the tape,
forming a "head band". One complete rotation of
the head produces 1/4 of a picture field. All
four heads are mechanically and electrically arranged
to have identical gain and bandwidth characteristics
to prevent picture banding. Adjustments for the
individual heads and associated video channels
permit identical characteristics between each head
to be achieved.
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velocity
error
effects

velocity
control
track

Because the relative head-to-tape velocity is so
large, the effects of velocity ·errors on the video
signal as displayed on a picture monitor can be
very pronounced.
For this reason, a velocity control system called
the servo control is built into the tape recorder
to maintain the relative tape-to-head velocity
variations within very small limits. Fig. 2-4
shows the signal flow block diagram of the servo
control system. The servo control system maintains
the correct head-to-tape velocity by comparing
the recorded playback video to a reference clock
rate. The control track on the tape contains
a 240-Hz signal and a 30-Hz signal for initial
servo control. A waveform monitor oscilloscope is
incorporated into the console to observe the
velocity errors as well as the feedback control
signals. A picture monitor also incorporated into
the console is used to visually observe the effects
of the velocity errors on the resulting picture.
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The el ec tronic portion of the tape recorder machine
contains two parallel systems -- one for recording
and one for playback.

recording
technique

fr eq ue ncy
modu la ti on

low band
h igh band

Examining the recording signal block of Fig. 2-5,
notice the presence of an FM modulator. The video
signal is not recorded onto the tape directly by
amplitude modulation because a tracking error as
little as .001 of an inch would cause a signal
level variation of nearly 10%. The picture color
and contrast variations that would result require
a different method of recording the signal on the
tape.
The amplitude variation is overcome by first applying
the composite video signa l to a frequency modulator.
By using frequency modulation, the amplitude of the
r ecovered signal is not dependent on the amplitude
of the RF signal -- providing a margin of error for
tracking-head guide differenc es and spacing
differences between the t ape and the head gap. A
carrier frequency range between approximately 4.7
to 5.8 MHz is used f or the FM deviation. This
frequency band is now known as the "low-band"
recording system. Since FM modulation is not linear
over the entire frequency swing, a second system
called a "high-band" modulation system permits a
wider recorded bandwidth on the t a pe with greater
linearity at the higher video frequencies. The use
of the color subcarrier for co lor recording requires
this higher degree of linearity in the high
fr e quencies which FM modulation does not produce
under normal conditions. The high-band oscillator
and modulating frequency is in the 100 MHz region.
The deviation at this frequency is only a few
megahertz -- only a few percent carrier-modulating
deviation. The swn of the two frequencies results
in a frequency swing around 8 MHz. The total
deviation is approximately 7 MHz a t sync tip to
10 MHz at peak white which is then recorded on the
tape.
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The tape machines fall into three operational
classes:
l,

Low band only

2.

High band only

3.

Switchable -- low band, high band.

High band is always preferred for either monochrome
or color, however, large tape libraries have been
accumulated utilizing low ba nd -- creating the
desirability of a switchab le high-band/low -band
machine.

p layback
system

The playback system is very similar to the recording
system with one major exception -- a commutating
swit ch connects only the playback head that is
actually scanning the tape rather t han connecting
all f our heads in parallel as i s done with the
recording heads.
As illustrated in the signal flow block of Fig. 2-6
the RF signal is recovered from the magnetic tape,
amplified and demodulated .

signal
processing

The demodulated signal is then routed to the
processing amplifier which strips away the sync
and the color burst. New sync pulses and a new
color burst eliminate sync timing and burst-phase
jitter resulting from any residual noise that may
remain on the sync pulse or the burst.
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Fig. 3-1.

Film island containing a stationary "camera", two
16-nun motion picture projectors, and a 35-nun slide
projector. Any one of the three projectors are
alternatively activated for viewing. Courtesy of
KATIJ.

Fig. 3-2.

Vectorscope displays of two colortest films.
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TELECINE

The telecine is a slide or motion picture projector
mounted directly in front of a stationary "camera"
whi c h is operationa lly similar to a studio camera.
All motion picture film proj ec tors are mechanical ly
designed to change the frame rat e of movie film
from 24 to 30 frames a second to eliminate a
"strobing" display on the picture monitor.

f i Im
co lor
vari ati ons

f i Im

i s land

Aside from periodic adjustment of the camera portion
of the film chain, most of the subjec tive co lor
variations using a fi l m chain are photograph ic in
nature -- film dye s a nd speeds of different color
dyes vary over a wide range . The vectorscop e
displays of two different color test films emphasize
the variations of present film (Fig. 3-2). The
sources of variation arise from numerous sources such
as : the film t y pe its elf , the film processing , the
f ilm density and transf er charac t erist i cs, a nd even
the illuminatio n source of the proj ector.
When multiple proj ectors are arrange d in fr ont of
one "camera" the system is generally called a "film
island." As many as t hree projectors -- either
slide or motion or both -- can be used on one film
island. At l eas t one picture monitor is u sed with
each isla nd; the waveform monitor is sha r ed with
sev e r a l i s l ands in most systems.
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Fig. 4-1.

Studio switcher panel. The lower panel contains
the program source selectors. The upper panel
contains remote projector selection for the film
islands and the special-ef fects switching panel.
Courtesy of Central Connecticu t State College.
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SIGNAL SWITCHING

s tudi o
s witcher

I i ne mon i t o r
pre v iew
mo ni to r

v id eo
so urce
se lecti on

The studio switcher selects a nd routes the desired
video source to the studio distribution system.
Video selection takes on many variations other than
just switching directly from one program source to
another. The studio switcher typically provides
several similar functions:
1.

Signal source selection

2.

Mixing of two or more video sources

3.

Gradual switching called "fading"

A fourth function called "special effects" is
sometimes included to provide unusual switching
patterns in the picture display . The studio
switcher is normally operated by the technical
director who selects and manipulates the signal
sources during a program. Picture monitors
located in front of the switching console permit
the technical director to observe the s witcher
output as well as the various input video sources.
The switcher output monitor is usually called a
"line monitor" while the input monitors are called
"prev iew monitors."
During a typical program, many different video
sources are routinely selected. The program
selection schedule is usually determined in advance
and laid out on a "tote" board which can be as
simple as a clip-board containing the schedul e
of time allocations or as elegant as an automatic
readout on the switcher console showing the entire
series of program sequences.
The technical director prechecks each signal on
the preview monitor and plans how it will be routed
through the studio system.
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Fig. 4-2.

Studio switcher equipment rack.
Courtesy of KATU.

To perform the switching functions just discussed,
the studio switcher c ontains several basic elements:

studi o
switc her
function s

1.

The fader control

2.

The vide o mixer amp l ifier

3.

The video switching amplifier

4.

The switchi n g matrix
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fader
control

The fader control is a split - lever signal attenuator
control arranged to simultaneously fade one signal
while incr·e asing the alternate signal. When
producing a program, the fader can be used in
several differ ent ways:
1.

The lap dissolve -- when a program source
is faded into another program source
directly, the technique is called a "lap
dissolve." The lap dissolve provides a
method of smoothly shifting from one
scene to another when an abrupt scene
change is not desired.

2.

The superimposure -- when the fading action
is stopped midway, the resultant picture
is a superimposure or "super." A title
laid over a scene is one typical
superimposure -- a variation of the lap
dissolve .

3.

Fade to black -- when one of the video
sources is "black" either by switch
selection or simply by the absence of
video, the procedure is called a "fade
to black . 11

lap dissolve

superi mposu re

fade to
black

mixer
amp I if i er

switching
amp I if i er

The mixer amplifier is a dual
to mix two video sources.

input

amplifier used

The video switching amplifier is similar to the
video mixing amplifier; both are sometimes included
in one device. The switching amplifier is arranged
to switch video sources when two conditions have
been met:
1.

A switching signal is produced at the
control panel.

2.

A field sync pulse has just occurred.

This switching technique prevents switching during
active scanning time and helps prevent picture roll.
The exception to the dual requirement just listed
is when picture time-share switching, such as special
effects, is desired.

switching
matrix

The switching matrix is the "business end" of the
switcher. The matrix includes the switching relays
and signal routing busses.

N
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Fig. 4-3.
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PICTURE B

•

PICTURE A

Special effects patterns commonly produced for switching
from one picture source to another.
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special
effect
sw itcher

wiping

keying

In studios routinely involved in large and frequent
productions, the special effects switcher can be
added to the switching console to provide a timeshared display of two independent video sources on
the picture monitor raster. The purpose is to
increase viewer interest. The time sharing is
similar to the chopped signal display mode of a
laboratory oscilloscope . The two sources are not
superimposed but displayed either in adjacent
areas or in a geometric pattern.
The geometric patterns such as diagonals, rectangles,
diamonds, circles, etc. are formed on the raster by
using a pulse waveform generator to switch the video
switching amplifier. When changing from one scene
to another using one of the selected patterns, the
technique is called "wip ing." Some of the more
common patterns are shown in Fig. 4-3.
The switching waveform produced by the special
effects generator alternates the input selection of
the switching amplifier. However, the v i deo waveform
itself can also act as a switching signal t o the
switching amplifier. When a video signal is used as
a switching signal, the technique is called "key ing, "
If the video switching signal is also one of the
two input signals, internal keying is being us ed .
If the video switching signal i s not one of the input
signals (such as a particular color hue or titling) ,
external keying is being used, An examp le of external
keying is illustrated in Fig. 4-4.
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Fig. 4-4 .

External signal keying.
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special
devices

To simplify and ease the operation of the switching
console for the technical director, two additional
elements are sometimes included in the switcher
system. Both elements are signal sensing devices.

sync
comparator

The first is a sync comparator which is used to
determine if two alternative video sources have the
same timing relationship -- an especially important
factor when mixing or dissolving two color programs
together. The time of occurrence of horizontal line
sync pulses is sampled and compared. In the event
that the sync pulses from the two selected video
sources do not have the same time-of-occurrenc e, an
inhibit signal from the sync comparator prevents the
activation of the special effects or fader control.
A direct switching transfer from one video source
to another must then be made . The inhibit signal
simultaneously act ivates a lamp on the switcher
console to warn the technical director of the
nonsynchronous condition.

composite
video
detector

The second convenience device is a composite video
detector. In some studio systems, both noncomposite
and composite video are routinely fed to the switcher.
Different waveform processing is required under these
conditions when mixing is desired; an indicator lamp
on the console warns the technical director before an
inadvertent discontinuity can occur .
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TRANSMITTER

c ue i ng

Program " cueing" is generally done at the master
switcher. The cueing consists of inserting a signal
on the composite video waveform as a visua l marker
for timing the switching of a signal feed to an
A cue signal generator is
alternate signal feed.
used so that precise timing of video source changes
can be made easier. The cueing can also be done
manua lly at the master switcher. The cue signal is
generally a "flag pulse" located at the start of a
field in the vertical blanking interval.
The signal is routed from the studi o to th e
transmitte r either by cable or microwave relay. At
th e t ransmitter , the signal is processed through
several different stages, including RF modulation ,
and then fed to th e antenna .
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Fig. 5-1.

Signal-flow block diagram of a
television transmitter .
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vi sua I
modu lator

visua l
exciter

RF amp I ifier

filter s

In the block diagram of Fig. 5-1, the transmitter
consists of a video modulator, amplifier, exciter
and "final." Composite video is initially applied
to the visual modulator (usually at the 1-volt
peak-to-peak level). The visual modulator has a
clamper which establishes a DC reference so that
modulation of the RF is in direct relation to the
brightness level of the video signal. The visual
modulator amplifies the video to a level which can
modulate the RF carrier.
The visual exciter is essentially an oscillator
which supplies the carrier frequency signal to the
modulator stage. The carrier frequency signal must
be at both the proper frequency and power level.
The oscillator is a crystal-contr olled oscillator
to meet FCC frequency stability requirements. The
function of the modulator stage is to convert the
video signal to an amplitude-mo dulated RF signal
with a minimum of amplitude and/or phase distortion.
After modulation, the RF signal is applied to a
wideband RF amplifier.
The amplified RF is bandpass-lim ited to conform to
the FCC requirements for adjacent cha nnel interference.
The band-limiting is done with three filters. The
first is the v estigial sideband filter which removes
part of the lower sideband below 1.25 MHz from the
picture carrier. The second filter attenuates the
upper sideband above 4.75 MHz. The third filter is
a harmonic filter. The vestigial sideband filter
sometimes includes a subcarrier tr.ap to remove the
lower sideband color subcarrier.
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VIDEO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

signal
routing

routing
path
signal
losses

Signal routing between equipme nt in the studio is
usually by means of coaxial cable. Coaxial cable
is used to minimiz e signal interfer ence between
video sources , minimiz e 60- Hz modulat ion and
minimiz e signal degrada tion. The signals carried
by the coaxial cable may be video, composi te video,
timing sync pulses or 3.58 MHz.
One undesir able ch~racteristic of coaxial cable
is high-fre quency loss. The loss is approxim ately
proport ional to the square root of the frequenc y .
The absolute cable loss varies with the length of
the cable, the type and quality of the cable, and
the cable environm ent.
Typical video distribu tion loops are usually made
up of from 100 to several thousand feet of coaxial
transmi ssion cable which must transmi t a frequenc y
band of DC to 8 MHz (in the studio) .

cable
equa I i zers

To offset the proport ional loss of the cable in
these video distribu tion loops, passive devices
called cable equaliz ers are installe d at the
termina l end of the coaxial cable with a recipro cal
frequenc y response of the cable (Fig. 6-1).
lV P-P OdB
ldB
2dB

4MHz

Fig. 6-1.

8MHz

Frequency response charact eristics
of a cable and equaliz er transmi ssion
system.
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The equaliz ers are always made adjustab le for
frequenc y response and magnitu de since the cable
loss is not uniform . The placeme nts of the cable
equaliz er are illustra ted in Fig. 6-2. Cable lengths
in differen t studio runs vary; manufac turing
variatio ns, cable splices and other discont inuities
can require more than one cable equalize r in a
transmi ssion line.
Driving video and sync signals throug~ literall y
miles of coaxial cable will result in substan tial ·
cable losses signal attenua tion and high-fre quency loss unless
amplifi ers are used to restore the proper signal
amplitud e and frequenc y respons e.
Two princip al types of amplifi ers are used in the
studio routing system to minimiz e this attenua tion.

video
distribu tion
amp I if i er

The first type amplifi er is called the video
distribu tion amplifi er. The distribu tion amplifi er
is a unity-g ain wideban d amplifi er with multipl e
75-ohm outputs . A ±3-dB (±30%) switcha ble and
variable gain control allows the use of a
distribu tion amplifi er at the termina l of a cable
equaliz er.
Multipl e outputs are needed to feed a signal
source to several differen t location s such as to a
switche r, matrix, a preview monitor , a waveform
monitor and tape recorde r.

sync and
blanking
distribu tion
amplifie r

The second amplifi er type is not used for video
but for the distribu tion of timing sync and blanking
pulses. Since the pulses are always rectang ular,
the "amplif ier" regener ates the input pulse waveform
rather than actually amplify ing it.
The distribu tion amplifi er will regener ate the
input waveform regardle ss of the pulse duration
or duty cycle; so composi te sync, blankin g, etc.,
at either a horizon tal line rate or vertica l field
rate, can be regener ated. One distribu tion amplifi er
for each type pulse train is used.

ideal
routing
path

The function of the signal routing or distribu tion
path between the source and the transmi tter is to
transmi t the origina l waveform without alterati on
or distorti on. However , in the practic al system,
alterati ons and distorti ons will occur.
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processing
amp I if i er

process
amp I if i er
function

proc amp
locations

One undesirabl e alteration in the distributio n
system is noise. Excessive random noise can affect
the picture quality either in the direct display or
indirectly by altering the sync pulse timing.
Since the latter is subjective ly more objectiona l,
a device called the processing amplifier is used
in various points in the system to remove noise
from the sync pulses as shown in Fig. 6-3.
The processing amplifier or "proc amp" is a
"waveform washing machine." The proc amp removes
the sync and blanking from the input composite
video, regenerate s new sync and blanking pulses and
adds them to the video at the output. A DC restorer,
needed for the sync stripping process, also removes
any 60-Hz modulation that may be present on the
input composite video.
Typical proc amp locations are at the video tape
recorder output, the master control output or at
the transmitte r input if a microwave relay is used
between the studio and the transmitte r.
In some operationa l situations , a form of waveform
processing is required, not to remove alteration s
or distortion s but to insure stable voltage levels.
Since the blanking level portion of the composite
video is used as a reference for determinin g the
maximum white voltage level, the sync amplitude and
absolute voltage amplitude of the composite video
are important.
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Fig. 6-3 .

Input and output waveforms of the
proces sing amplif ier. The sync
pulses and the burst are removed,
regene rated and added to the output
waveform.
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Fig. 6-4.

c lamper

Input and output wavefonns showing
the effect of clamper operatio n.

To insure that the referenc e l evel is the same for
all the differen t video sources at any point in the
distribu tion system, a device called a clampin g
amplifi er or " clamper" is used to DC restor e or
maintain the referenc e level at a prede t e r min e d
level . Any induced 60-Hz modulat ion is then
r e moved by clamping at each hori z onta l line inte rval
as shown in Fig. 6-4.
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The clamper is an electronic switch which is
usually closed by the occurrence of a horizontal
sync pulse, momentarily "grounding" the signal
either to earth ground or some fixed DC voltage.
The time selected for closure is either the sync
tip or the blanking level just after the sync
pulse.
The sync tip is selected to reduce the possibility
of color burst distortion since the burst occurs
just after the horizontal sync pulse. The blanking
level is selected when the reference level is
critical, such as in the studio switcher where
alternate sources are being selected .
Much of the equipment just described is centrally
located similar to the equipment shown in Fig . 6- 5
where camera encoders can be seen in the foreground,
adjacent to sync pulse generators and distribution
amplifiers .

Fig. 6-5.

Much . of the operational equipment of
the studio is centrally located for
maximum flexibility and ease of
maintenance. Observed in this
photograph are camera encoders
(foregroWld) color standard, sync
pulse generators, distribution
amplifiers and switcher equipment.
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signal
flow
ro uting

Fig . 6-6 illustr ates the signal flow through a
televis ion plant. Notice that the tape recorde rs
and film islands are routed to both the studio
contro l area and the master contro l area.
Since commerc ials , news events , intervi ews, etc.
are genera lly taped for either later or repeate d
broadc ast, more frequen t use is made of the film
islands and tape record ers. The studio use would
be limited to broadc ast time only if all video
sources were only routed to studio contro l.
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CAMERA
VI OED TAPE RECORDER
TELECINE F I LM I SLAND

EO

CAMERA CONTROL UNIT
:: CABLE EQUAL IZER

DA

= VIDEO D I STR I BUTION AMPLIFIER

Operatio nal fnnctions of the .wavefonn processin g equipmen t in
the studio routing system.
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Fig. 6-7 includes some of the operational functions
of the waveform processing equipment to illustrate
their typical applications in the studio routing
system.

. I

I
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COMPONENTS OF
VIDEO WAVEFORM

ti ming
signals

scanning
rate
common
sync
pulses

The initiation of the video waveform at the signal
source starts with the generation of timing signals.
These timing signals are needed to synchronize the
camera scanning (either directly or via television
tape) to the receiver. It is important to keep in
mind that the sync pulses do not control the scanning
spot's rate-of-change, neither in the camera nor the
picture monitor, but only the spot's occurrence.
This occurrence is called the repetition rate or
more often the "scanning rate."
Common sync pulses are generated in one central
location and routed throughout the studio to be
utilized by all the video sources. Routing in this
manner rather than locally generating the pulses at
each source ensures that all video sources maintain
an identical scanning rate -- important when
switching from one video source to another.
The timing pulses occupy nearly one-third of the
total peak-to-peak voltage amplitude range of the
composite video waveform (0.286 V of the 1- V total).
r wo basic pieces of time information are contained
in the composite sync waveform:

I i ne sy nc
pulses

Line sync pulses -- the line sync pulses
occur at 15.750-kHz rate to synchronize
the horizontal scanning line termination
in both the camera and the picture monitor.
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Fig. 7-1.

Composite sync wavefonns.
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f ield sync
pulses

Field sync pulses -- the field sync pulses
occur at the beginning of each scanning
field at a 60-Hz rate to synchronize the
camera and picture-monitor field scanning.
The field sync pulse is serrated to
simultaneously provide line sync information
during the occurrence of the serrated field
sync pulse. Six equalizing pulses precede
the serrated field synchronizing pulse and
six more equalizing pulses follow the field
sync pulse. The duration of the equalizing
pulses is one-half the duration of the
horizontal sync pulses.

composite
sync

The composite synchronizing pulse waveform is
illustrated in Fig. 7-lA showing the vertical field
interval for both field ONE and field TWO. The
line sync timing, shown in Fig. 7-lB, is derived
from the pulse leading edge shown by the heavy line;
the field timing is derived from the pulse duration
shown by the shaded area.

master
sync
generator

These timing pulses are initially generated by the
"master sync generator." The master sync generator
is made up of three basic functional units -- the
pulse generator itself, a timing reference and a
comparator/control unit to lock the pulse generator
to the time reference.
The pulse generator output provides not only the
composite sync waveform shown in Fig. 7-1 but the
separate components of that waveform as well. Two
basic repetition rates are common to all the pulse
outputs -- horizontal line rate and vertical field
rate. The pulse duration, however, is different for
each output. The pulse generator outputs are:

drive pulses
blanking
pulses

Horizontal and vertical drive pulses
the
drive pulses are used in the camera and
some types of film cameras.
Horizontal and vertical rate blanking
pulses -- the blanking pulses are similar
to the drive pulses except for the pulse
duration. The duration covers the nonvideo
period.
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burst
keying
pu I ses

Burst keying pulses or "flag" pulses -- the
flag pulses are used to key out a portion
of the 3.58-MHz sinewave for insertion
onto the composite sync waveform.

color
subcarri er

The color subcarrier -- the 3.58-MHz subcarrier
sinewave is routed throughout the studio for
composite chroma waveform processing in test
equipment, encoders, and picture monitors.
All the different timing signals have a strict
timing relationship with each other. The relative
time occurrence of the different timing signals,
described above, is illustrated in Fig. 7-2.

timing
reference

The timing reference is usually a crystal in a
proportional oven. The crystal reference, when
broadcasting color programming, is the 3.58-MHz
oscillator. Other reference sources -- usually
selectable -- are the network, a remote signal
source, or the local crystal reference when black
and white progranuning is being broadcast.

composite
video
waveform
components

Seven different types of information contained in
the composite video waveform are processed by the
picture monitor to reconstruct a quality color
picture:
1.

Horizontal scanning line sync.

2.

Vertical field sync.

3.

Color information sync (burst).

4.

Black reference level.

5.

Average scene brightness level.

6.

Picture details.

7.

Color values (hue and saturation).

Of these seven types of information, only three
are directly observed on the picture display -average brightnes~, picture details and color
values.
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Block diagram of the master sync generator.
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The line and field rate synchronizing pulses ,
including the field equalizing pulses , when
combined together form the "composite sync
waveform" of Fig . 7-1. The standard amplitude of
composite sync is 4 volts peak-to-peak. The
standard amplitude of sync when added to video is
0.286 volts, corresponding to 40 IRE units.
The video waveform , when used to Z- axis modulate
the picture monitor brightness, can be directly
observed on the picture monitor. Three types of
information are contained in the video waveform -the black setup reference level, the average
brightness level , and the picture detail information .
By nature , the video signals are "undirectional"
waveforms with one DC level always representing
black and a second level always representing
maximum white . Any level in between them represents
a degree of gray. Accur.ate gray representation
(and therefore the average scene brightness)
requires a reference black and white level which can
be utilized in both the camera and receiver or
picture monitor.
reference
levels

The reference setup level is illustrated in Fig . 7-4;
the white level then extends to a fixed voltage level
above setup. A properly adjusted camera and picture
monitor does not respond to light input at this
level; the picture monitor raster is just visible
at the setup level .

Fig. 7-4.

Video wavefonn showing setup level .

so

Fig. 7-5 .

Complete composite video wavefonn.

Fig. 7-6 .

Complete composite video wavefonn
with IRE scale superimposed.
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The complete composi te video waveform is shown in
Fig . 7- 5 . Notice in Fig . 7-6 that the IRE scale
has be en superimp osed since the composi te video
waveform amplitud e ranges are specifie d (and
displaye d on the waveform monitor oscillos cope) in
terms of IRE units .
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Typical picture and monitoring
locations in the studio.
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MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS

qua I ity

control

We noted earlier the need for quality contro l
throughout the video s ys tem from the came r a or
telecine to the transmitter in order to ensure
that the composite video waveform is not only
properly formed, but that it is also main t ained
without distortion throughout the v i deo system.
The need to monitor and measure the condition of
the video waveform as it is routed through the
entire system is satisfied by the use of picture
monitors and oscillos copes in conjunction with
test waveform generators. The common monit oring
(and usually perman ent ) points are shown in Fig. 8-1.
In the day-to-day broadcas ting operations,
measurements have a slightly different mean ing
than they do when making measurements i n a
labora tory environment. The "measurements" may
be as s imple as observing a display on a p icture
monitor and deciding subjectively whether the
system is op erational or not.
Stability improvements in television equipment
design brought about by transistorized equipment
have increased the intervals in which measurement
tests must be made. However, when the measurements
are made, accuracies required often exceed the
meas urement accuracies typically required in the
laboratory. Small errors in a cascaded video system
can b e cumulative .
Following original acceptance test of new equipment,
routine maintenance t ests are usually made to verify
continuing performance at periodic intervals .
Economics impose l imits on the amount of time that
can be sp ent for routine maintenance, so, in some
situations, thes e intervals may b e one year apart .
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Under such circumstances, maintenance is performed
only as necessary because routine tests are either
too complex or too time consuming . In this
situation waveform analysis prior to measurement
can be very useful to maximize performance with a
minimum of time expenditure.

test
waveforms

measurement
accuracy

absolute
measurements

The next several chapters individually discuss the
conventional television test waveforms in a
diagnostic light; subsequent measurements can then
take on more than just numerical meaning.
Because measurements of video parameters are not
made under the same circumstances as high accuracy
measurements in a laboratory, confusion sometimes
arises as to how to go about making an "accurate"
measurement. When using an oscilloscope waveform
monitor or vectorscope, two important factors
should be kept in mind:
1.

The displayed resolution -- the waveform
resolution as displayed on the CRT of
the oscilloscope.

2.

The intended measurement accuracy .

Accurate measurements made on any measurement
reference device such as an oscilloscope or meter
are a function of the amplitude of the signal to
be measured, the accuracy and stability of the
measurement device, the measurement reference and
the signal attachment. In the case of the
oscilloscope, the reference is generally the
calibration of the oscilloscope itself. The
amplitude accuracy and stability of that accuracy
along with the CRT-displayed resolution are all
important factors. For purposes of this discussion
we can call these absolute measurements where the
measurement reference is the display device itself.
Attaching the measurement device to the signal
source or signal transmission path is one important
consideration affecting measurement accuracy.

measurement
device

Unlike the conventional laboratory oscilloscope
which is used to probe various points in a circuit,
waveform monitor oscilloscopes, vectorscopes, and
picture monitors are normally located at discrete
checking points on a permanent basis which means
that the signal will be permanently routed or
"looped-through" the measuring devic'e.
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insertion
considerat ion s

Since the waveform monitor oscilloscope and picture
monitors form a part of the permanent system, three
considerations are important:
1.

The method of making connection to
the signal transmission path.

2.

The loading effect of the oscilloscope
on the transmission path.

3.

The quality and length of the transmission
line between the signal source and
the oscilloscope (especially when the
signal source is being evaluated).

These considerations are important in preventing
distortions caused by the oscilloscope -- either
by introducing distortion into the system or
altering distortion already present.

Ioop through

Due to the nature of the video system (individual
elements attached in series forming a "video loop"),
a convenient and practical method of connecting
individual components is by means of a "loop-through"
connector. The loop-through connector is simply
two connectors strapped together so a coaxial cable
from one component can be attached to the device
and a second coaxial cable can be routed on to the
next component -- without the use of coaxial tees
and short "lateral" cables.
A casual glance at this mechanical hook-up might
indicate that the device such as an oscilloscope
or distribution amplifier might be "in series" with
the transmission path; actually the input of the
device is in parallel with the transmission path.

standing
waves

Simply routing a signal through an oscilloscope may
not provide an accurate sample of the signal for use
by that instrument. For example: Suppose we are
displaying the signal amplitude on an oscilloscope,
tapped at a minimum voltage point on the transmission
line -- a minimum caused by relatively high standingwave ratio on the line. Now if we move the
oscilloscope down the same coax cable by about 46
feet (46 feet is a quarter wavelength in the cable
at 3.58 MHz), we would then produce quite a drastic
change in the displayed amplitude. Such a condition
not only alters the measurement but affects the rest
of the system as well.
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return loss
definition

By designing the loop-through tap to minimize the
impedance mismatch in the transmission path, such
a condition as just illustrated can be prevented.
The objective is to attach the scope with minimum
loading effect on the transmission line. The
loading effect is usually described by a term
called "return loss" -- synonymous wi th "reflection
loss." Return loss is now specified for most video
equipment in dB's and describes the amount of energy
that is reflected back down the transmission line
toward the video source, but not the amount of
energy lost at the output of the loop-through
connector.
Observing the return loss characteristics of any
video device will help minimize distortion in the
system. Observing the return loss characteristics
of a video measuring devic e is essential to accurate
measurements.
Measurement accuracies and display resolution needed
to achieve the desired accuracies will be discussed
in greater detail in l a ter chapters.

distortion
sources

system
distort ion
I imits

When discerning distortions occurring in a
television video system, we a re fa ced with two
possibilities:
1.

Signal source distortions where the
signal is not correctly formed initially.

2.

Video path distortions caused by elements
in the distribut i on system.

An observer using a waveform monitor oscilloscope
or picture monitor is faced with deciding, first
of all, if a signal distortion exists. Then he
must decide whether the distortion arises from the
generating source such as a camera, encoder, VTR,
etc., or from e lements in the transmission path.
Cumulative signal distortions of many varieties
eventua lly caus e picture quality degradation which
must be quickly identified and diagnosed. Over the
last 10 years, signal distortion l imits have been
established in terms of this subjective impairment
of the displayed picture. Based on these established
distortion limits, suitable test signals h ave been
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developed by which quantitative measurements of
picture quality can be made . These distortions
can be identified as:

d i sto r t i o n
ty pes

Ii nea r
di st o rt ions

non I i nea r
d i s t o rti o ns

1.

Waveshape distortions .

2.

Amplitude errors.

3.

Cross-talk between two or more of the
components in the composite video
waveform - - particularly b e tween the
black and white luminance information
and the chrominance information .

The distortions just identified can be either
linear or nonlinear . The concept of "linear
distortion" is used in this discussion to describe
a waveform distortion c a us e d by equipment
malfunction. For example: Amplitude/frequency
response errors, gain errors, and time-delay errors
between low-frequency and high- frequency waveform
components are usually caused by equipment
malfunction.
Nonlinear distortions for purposes of this
discussion are caused by the nature of the waveform .
For example : Excessive waveform amplitude can
overdrive an amplifier with limited dynamic range
causing clipping or nonuniform gain or frequency
response.
Erroneous measurement results will occur if the
identified distortion is nonlinear but ass umed to
be linear.
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ANALYSIS OF
VIDEO TRANSIENTS

phase/
frequency
response

Once the original composite video waveform is
correctly formed, faithful picture reproduction is
dependent on the bandpass quality of the entire
video system through which the video waveform is
transmitted. This video system is composed of
amplifiers and passive elements; the transmission
quality is usually described in terms of the
phase/frequency response and amplitude/frequency
response of these system elements.

amp Ii tu de/
frequency
response

The video waveform transmitted through this system
consists principally of transitions rather than
simple sinewaves. Therefore the desired system
performance needs to be related to the actual
signal to be transmitted. The rates of build-up
and decay of the video waveform transitions depend
on the amplitude/frequency characteristic of the
amplifier while the shape of the transitions is
dependent on the phase/frequency characteristic.

performance
evaluation

Normally, from time to time we need to concern
ourselves with the operating performance of either
specific amplifiers or video loops, or the entire
video transmission path. That performance can be
evaluated in two alternate ways:
1.

By analyzing the amplitude/frequency
and the phase/frequency characteristic
separately; or

2.

By analyzing the resultant of frequency
and phase by comparing the output
waveform to an input waveform.

Either method of evaluation is useful provided the
evaluation is related to the use of the amplifier.
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SOLI D LINE WAVEFORM IS THE APP LI ED WAVE FORM;
DASHED LI NE WAVEFORM REPRESENTS THE OUT PUT
WAVEFORM FROM AN AMP LI FIER.
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POSS IBLE ALTERATIONS:
a . WAVEFORM S IZE
b. WAVEFORM SHAPE
c. WAVEFORM RATE- OF-RISE
d. TRANS ITI ON DELAY TI ME THROUGH
THE AMPLI FIER

Fig. 9-1.

Some possible waveform alterations
caused by a distorting amplifier.

For example, an amplifier used to transmit step
waveforms can cause distortion in a number of ways.
Fig. 9-1 illustrates some of the possible waveform
alterations an amplifier can effect, such as the
waveform size, shape, rate of rise, and the
transition's time delay through the amplifier.
On the other hand, Fig. 9-2 illustrates an amplifier
used primarily to transmit sinewaves. The output
waveform can be a ltered in a more limited variety
of ways, such as the amplitude, phase or average
level.

I

I
/
/
/

a.

b.
c.

Fig. 9-2.

AMP LITUDE
PHASE
AVERAGE DC LEVEL

Some of the possible sinewave
alterations caused by a distorting
amplifier . Distorted waveform is
still basically a sinewave .
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The measurement emphasis as well a s the method of
amplifier evaluation for these two amplifier
applications will be different , Presently in the
broadcast industry , the evaluation method and
choice of wavefo r m a re not based exc lu s iv e l y on t h e
intended end use of the amplifier or video system .
Both the steady- state method (evaluating the
gain/frequency or phase/frequency with sinewaves)
and the dynamic method (transient waveform comparison)
are currently used . Both methods, while equa lly
useful , are based on different assumptions .

steady-s tate
tests

dynamic
tests

When making steady- state tests of an amplifier or
video system with the first method of analysis , it
is assumed that a t r ansient waveform (such as the
camera signal) is the sum of a number of harmonica lly
related sinewaves , which, when transmitted through
an amplifier , will consist of the same sinewaves
modified principally in amplitude and ·phase; each
will be transmitted through the amplifier as if it
were a single sinewave . The sum of these individual
sinewaves then would produce the output waveform.
When analyzing an amplifier's performance in this
manner, we must first know the frequency spectrum
(Of course , if we use only
of the input waveform.
a single sinewave , this frequency spectrum can
readily be det e rmined . ) Then we must analyze the
frequency spectrum at the output of the amplifier
and then compute how an arbitrary video transient
waveform, containing harmonics within the same
amplifier bandpass , will be altered by the amplifier .
Using the second method of analysis, the performance
of a video amplifier is evaluated with a properly
chosen transient waveform . The resulting transient
measurement provides exactly the same information as
the steady-state measurement, but in different form.
In either case, the results must still be interpreted
by an observer and, therefore, requires a conceptual
understanding of the technique used and the standards
by which a comparison is made , When the transient
waveform comparison method is used, the reference
waveform must have many more parameters specified
since the transient waveform is more complex than a
simple sinewave . For example, the ·frequenc y and
amplitude pretty well describe the sinewave, but a
pulse (or impulse) must be described in terms of its
period, duty cycle, shape, risetime, and transient
shape.
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sinesquared
impulse

HAD

The basic transient waveform used for video amplifier
evaluations is called the "sinesquared impulse."
This waveform is generated in a manner that bears a
precise relationship to the characteristics of the
video system under test . For this reason the
transient reference is specified in terms of both
its transient shape (which is sinusoidal) and its
duration at the 50% point -- the half-amplitude
duration or HAD.
At the first glance, it may seem strange,
particularly to a reader familiar to waveform
testing of an amplifier system, to specify the
reference transient waveform in this manner when a
conventional ramp- step transition or impulse seems
like a more logical choice. The reason for this
type of a specification is based on two factors :
1.
. 2.

Amplifier application (use) .
Information needed in the test waveform
to evaluate a video amplifier .

These two factors can probably best be understood
by contrasting a conventional wideband amplifier
to the video amplifier.
The conventional wideband amplifier (sometimes
described as a Gaussian amplifier), sµch as used
in oscilloscope vertical amplifiers, is designed
to reproduce waveforms having a step (ramp)
transition response such as shown in Fig. 9-3 . The
harmonics (frequency spectrum) contained in this

, ___

,,,....

FREQUENCY SPECTRUM COMPONENTS:
a . VERY HI GH FREQUENCY
b. HI GH FREQUENCY
c . LOW FREQUENCY

Fig. 9-3 .

Step transition response nonnally
encountered in wideband amplifier
systems.
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wideband
amp I if i e r
chara cte ristics

type of transition can theoretically
therefore, the wideband amplifier is
faithfully reproduce the waveform at
free of ove r shoot, ringing, or other
distortions.

be infinite and ,
necessary to
the out put,
transient

The performance evaluation of this type of wideband
amplifier is generally made in terms of gain/
frequency response and transient response, which
when satisfied assume a satisfactory phase response.
Verification of the wideband amplifier's transient
response is made using a step transition test
waveform specified to have a risetime at least
three to five times faster than the anticipated
risetime of the amplifier under test. Therefore,
the test waveform will contain information outside
the bandpass of the amplifier, but because of the
frequency rolloff characteristic of the amplifier,
the harmonics outside the amplifier bandpass will be
uniformly attenuated (with the proper phase
relationship) -- providing a true picture of the
fidelity of the amplifier itself .
The principal limitation of a Gaussian amplifier
becomes apparent if a second wideband amplifier
identical to the first is added in series -forming a cascaded system. The transient time of
the original waveform will be reduced by the square
root of the sum of the squares of the risetime of
each amplifier. The more cascade amplifiers, the
more risetime degradation will occur. The output
waveform, however, will still be free of overshoot
or ringing.

video
amplifier
requirements

It is not uncommon to have hundreds of amplifiers
in cascade in a typical video system. The risetime
degradation using "Gaussian" type wideband amplifiers
for video transmission would be severe, so the
first and most important consideration of the video
amplifier system is that all the amplifiers when
cascaded must not significantly alter the overall
frequency or transient response of the entire video
system. To satisfy this requirement, the video
amplifier must have a flat frequency response up to
and including the highest anticipated frequency to
be transmitted. That frequency is of course 4.2 MHz
for the American NTSC system.
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GA IN

FREQUENCY -

Fig. 9-4.

freq uency
ro I loft

4 • 2MHz

Amplitude/frequency rolloff
characteristic of a video amplif ier.
Dashed line represents ideal lowpass
response; solid line represents more
typical perfonnance .

Since the transmission channel bandwidth is limited
by specification , the rate of high- frequency rolloff
must be rapid, resulting in a rolloff response
characteristic similar to a low-pass filter as shown
in Fig. 9-4.
An amplifier with this low-pass response
characteristic will not reproduce a s tep transient
waveform at the output f ree of overshoot, ringing
or other transient distortions. Therefore , video
amplifier systems have historically been evaluated
using sinewaves and combinations of sinewaves
rather than using transient waveforms which exhibit
overshoot .
The performance evaluations, when using a sinewave,
are made in terms of gain/frequency and phase/
frequency which, when correct, assume satisfactory
transient response -- just the reverse of the
wideband amplifier evaluation technique.
To complete the comparison between a Gaussian
wideband amplifier and a low-pass video amplifier,
let's compare the characteristics of each by way
of illustration in Figs. 9- 5 and 9-6. These
characteristics graphically describe the proper
amplification produced by each type amplifier using

the same test waveform.
The first character istic is the frequency/gain,
so familiar because it is easy to measure.
The second characteristic is the phase/frequency.
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ANGULAR FREQUENCY w

CDl I DEA L TIME RES PONSE TO
STEP TRANS IT I ON
TIME

Fig. 9-5.

Ampli fier chara cteris tics typica lly plotte d to
descri be Gaussian ampli fier perfon nance. Graphs
(A) and (B) are the most connnonly displa yed
chara cteris tics.
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Fig. 9-6.

Ampli fier chara cteris tics typica lly plotte d to
descri be video ampli fier perfonnance . Graphs (A)
and (B) are the most connnonly displa yed
chara cteris tics.
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The third criter ion for evalua ting the
perfor mance of an ampli fier is the time delay
throug h the ampli fier. The time delay is
someti mes called group delay, which essen tially
descri bes the slope (or deriva tive) of the
phase/ freque ncy chara cteris tic.
The final chara cteris tic illust rated is the
time-d omain respon se (trans ient respon se) of
an ampli fier system .
Each of the four displa ys descri be a linear
ampli fier's perfor mance . Howev er, only the last
displa y, the time-d omain respon se, can be direct
ly
relate d to subjec tive pictur e qualit y withou t
interp olatio n or transf ormat ion, becaus e the
televi sion pictur e is seque ntially scanne d in time
the same time r e f er ence as the test wavefo rm.

--

It should be appare nt that a transi ent test wavefo
rm
which has a time axis can be easily relate d to
the
scanni ng time of a pictur e but equall y appare nt
is
the fact that video ampli fiers do not faithf ully
reprod uce step transi ents as noted in Fig. 9-6D.

sinuso idal
transi ent
waveform

The proble m of a suitab le transi ent wavefo rm is
solved by specif ying the shape of the transi tion
to
be sinuso idal rather than the ramp (step) type
of
transi tion norma lly used to evalua te wideba nd
ampli fier system s.
The specif icatio n of a sinuso idal transi tion impuls
e
test wavefo rm is then direct ly relate d to the purpos
e
a nd the use of the ampli fier. Speci fically the
sinuso idal test wavefo rm is based on:
1.

Freque ncy harmon ic conten t -- the sinuso idal
transi tion, unlike the step transi tion, does
not have infini te harmo nics. Fourie r
analys is shows that the amplit ude of the
fr equenc y harmo nics contai ned in a sinuso idal
transi tion attenu ate at a faster rate than
the harmo nics contai ned in a step transi tion.

2.

The camera transi tion -- the camera scanni ng
beam has a finite size and scanni ng veloc ity.
The camera output voltag e is propo rtiona l
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to the cross-s ection al area of the scannin g
beam - - produci ng a sinuso idal transit ion
when changin g from one level to anothe r .
Fig . 9-7 graphi cally shows how the
sinuso idal transie nt respons e is effecte d .
Theref ore, the test wavefor m closely
resemb les an actual camera transit ion .
The excepti on to the sinuso idal transit ion
in the compos ite video wavefor m is the
sync pulse lead i ng and trailin g edges
which have a specifi ed duratio n of 0.125 µs
but do not have a specifi ed transit ion
shape, either ramp-s tep or sinuso idal .
SCANNED
ELEMENT

CAMERA
BEAM

-oD
_ r{l

~

RESULTANT
TRANS IENT
RESPONSE

_____ ,/

I
I

,"'

I
I

_____ I '
/

, '
,

,''

\

____ _,,''

Fig. 9-7.

Illustration of the transie nt
r esponse produced by the moving
scanning spot of the camera while
traver s ing a scene el ement.
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Al·lPL I TUDE

t
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[ cutof f
RAMP

Fig. 9-8 .

Fig. 9-9.

SINUSOIDAL TRANS I ENT IMPULSE

Frequency spectrum of a sinusoid al
transien t impulse contraste d to the
frequency spectrum of a rectangu lar
ramp pulse of the same duration.

Comparison of the sinusoid al impulse,
ramp-step impulse and rectangu lar
pulse of identica l half-amp litude
duration.

THAD

1 25ns ~
2T 250ns
T I ME ~

Fig. 9-10 .

The T Sin2 pulse as specified f or
the 525-line 4.2-MHz t elevis ion
system.
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characteristics of
camera
transition

The limited harmonic content of th e original camera
transition allows the use of an amplifier having a
lowpass frequency rollof f characteristi c which is
already required to satisfy the cascading requirement .
The test waveform, with a harmonic content similar
to the camera waveform, eliminates unneeded frequency
information which confuses the interpretatio n of
the amplifier's transient response.
Fig. 9-8 shows the harmonic content (frequen cy
spectrum) of the sinuso i dal transient impulse and
a ramp transient impulse with the same rate of rise;
notice the additional harmonics present in the ramp
transition. Fig. 9- 9 illustrates, by way of overlay,
the essential difference between the ramp or step
pulse and the sinusoidal sinesquared pulse .

T Sin 2
pul se

The reference sinusoidal pulse illustrat ed in
Fig. 9-10 is called T Sin 2 pulse.
The term "Sin 2 " specifies the transition shape which
in turn specifies the frequency spectrwn of the
harmonics contained in the transition .
The term "T" spec ifies the pulse (or more correctly,
impulse) time duration at the 50% points which is
0.125 µs. A synonomous nomencla ture to T is the
term "HAD" or Half Amplitude Duration. When the HAD
is 0.125 µs the pulse is called a T pulse; when the
HAD is 0 .2 50 µs the pulse is a 2T pulse.
Since the transition shape is sinusoidal rather than
a ramp, it is easier to spec ify Time in terms of
irrrpuZse dur ation rather than to specify the rateof-rise from 10-90%. The sinusoidal transition
obviously does not have a uniform rate of rise from
the 10-90% points.

Sin 2 pul s e
adva ntages

The sinesquared transient test waveform, as
illustrated in Fig. 9-10, has six major advantages
compared to other test wavefo r ms such a s the
conv enti ona l step.
1.

The pulse has a limited frequency spectrum.

2.

The pulse is easily reproduced by pa ssive
elements.

3.

The pulse is mathema tically simple, and
therefore predictable.
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4.

It provides a sensitive indication of
overshoot or preshoot.

5.

The pulse provides quick assessment of
the effects of phase distortion as
evidenced by the asymmetry of the pulse.

6.

It provides a relative indication of the
cutoff frequency in terms of symmetrical
pulse size.

In general, when observing the sinesquared pulse
at the output of an amplifier, the following
relationships can easily be observed:

types of
Sin 2 pulses

1.

Amplitude response distortion due to loss
of high frequency lowers the pulse height
and widens the pulse proportionately.

2.

Pure phase distortion is noted by the
asymmetry of the pulse about the center
of the pulse as illustrated in Fig. 9-11.
Higher frequency components arriving late
will produce ringing after the pulse.

Currently, four basic Sin 2 pulses are used for video
system analysis:
1.
2.

The 1/2-T pulse with a HAD of 0.062 µs.
The T pulse with a HAD of 0.125 µs.

3.

The 2T pulse with a HAD of 0.250 µs.

4.

The 20T modulated pulse with a HAD of
2.50 µs.

Each of the four pulses is intended to serve a
specific purpose when analyzing or measuring the
performance of a video amplifier.

Fig. 9-11.

Sin2 pulse asylinnetry r esulting from
amplif ier phase distortion.
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bar
waveform

In practice, the sinesquared pulse is seldom used
alone . In order to compare the performance in the
cutoff region of the amplifier to the lower frequency
portion of the amplifier, some reference amplitude
is needed; so , the sinesquared pulse is usually
accompanied with a step, more commonly called a bar .
(See Fig. 9-12.) The pulse o:nd bar has the effect
of concentrating more energy at the low end of the
frequency spectrum as illustrated in Fig . 9- 13 .
The evaluation of low-frequency effects versus
high-frequency effects results in more meaningful
interpretations. The bar waveform used in conjunction
with the sinesquared pulse has a specified HAD width
of 12 . 5 µs or 12% of the line scanning interval.
The risetimes of the leading and trailing edges of
the bar have a sinusoidal transition shape with
specified risetimes of 250 ns (2T) .
I
i-.- 2T

I
I

2H

Fig. 9-12.

Pulse and bar test wavefonn.

r
AMP LITUDE
ld8)

Fig. 9-13.

Frequency spectrum of pulse and bar
wavefonn.
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~3.58MHz MODULATI ON
Fig. 9-14.

Modified 20T modulated Sin2 pulse.
1he envelope transitions are
sinusoidal in shape with a pulse
duration at the half-amplitude
points of 2.50 µs for the 525-line
4.2-Ml-lz television system.

The pulse that accompanies the bar is either a T
pulse or a 2T pulse. The selection and use of the
sinesquared T pulse and bar waveform and the
sinesquared 2T pulse and bar waveform will be
discussed at greater length in another chapter.
20T Sin 2
pulse

Another adaptation of the sinesquared pulse coming
into general use in this country is the 20T pulse
shown in Fig . 9-14. The measurement emphasis
using the 20T pulse is shifted from the ability of
the amplifier under test to reproduce transients to
one of determining the relative delay time between
the high and the low ends of the frequency spectrum.
As an added bonus, the waveform also provides a very
sensitive indication of the frequency gain difference
between the high end of the video frequency spectrum
and the low end. The 20T pulse's HAD is 2.50 µs.
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The purpose of the 20T pulse is to duplicate, by
means of a test waveform, the high energy level at
two extremes of the video spectrum, common in color
video waveforms. The relative time delay between
these two frequency areas is critical because timedelayed color information will produce coloring
displacement on the reproduced picture similar to a
misregistered color print.
Fig . 9-15 illustrates the amplitude frequency
spectrum of a 20T pulse . The two frequency spectrums
correspond very closely to the frequency spectrums
containing the main information of the luminance
and the main information of the chrominance .
Strictly speaking, the pulse is actually not a 20T
pulse, but a modulated 20T pulse. The shape of the
modulated pulse is sinusoidal; the envelope
modulation frequency is the color subcarrier frequency.

AMPLITUDE

t
I MHz

3MHz

/

4~Hz

chroma

Fig. 9-15.

Frequency spectrum of a modulated
ZOT Sin2 pulse.
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Fig. 9-16.

3.58-MHz modulated 20T pulse
envelope.

3.58MHz Cvl

BALANCED
MODULATOR

_}\_
20T PULSE

-0A

o----_.____ _ __ __ _ _____,

Fig. 9-17.

Modified modul ated 20T Sin2 pulse
formation process.
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20T

pu lse
generation

The pulse is formed as follows: Initially a
conventional pulse is shaped by appropriate Sin 2
filters. The pulse is then applied to a doubly
balanced 3.58-MHz modulator in exactly the same
manner that chroma information modulates the color
subcarrier. The output of the modulator is the
product or the modulated sidebands of the 3.58-MHz
carrier. Both the carrier and the original 20T
pulse are cancelled at the output producing the
envelope illustrated in Fig. 9-16. Finally, the
original 20T pulse is linearly (resistively) added
to the modulated pulse producing a symmetrical
pulse with a baseline. The pulse forming block
diagram is shown in Fig. 9-17 .
The unmodulated 20T pulse produces a frequency
spectrum from 60 Hz to 400 kHz. The second spectrum
produced by the modulated sidebands of the 3.58 is
centered around the color subcarrier frequency,
producing a spectrum of ±400 kHz. The subcarrier
is not locked to the line repetition rate, so the
envelope shape will be more clearly displayed on
an oscilloscope.
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Fig. 10-1.

Color-bar test wavefonn.
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COLOR-BAR
WAVEFORM ANALYSIS

The most widely used test waveform in a color
broadcasting studio is the color-bar test waveform.
The waveform, when applied to a color picture monitor,
will display three primary colors (red, green and
blue) and their complimentary colors (cyan, magenta
and yellow) along with a white luminance reference.
For the sake of uniformity, the order of the bars
as displayed on the picture monitor are specified
to be arranged from the left side to the right in
Zwninance order rather than in color spectral order.
Therefore the brightest colors are on the left side
of the screen and the darkest colors on the right.
The test waveform and the picture monitor display
are shown in Fig. 10-1 .

decoding
vectorscope

co lor
waveform
ge neration

In the day-to-day operation of a broadcast studio,
the visual observation of the color bar display on
a picture monitor is useful and necessary to quickly
ascertain the transmission quality of the video loop.
However, beyond the initial diagnosis that "something
is wrong," the decoding vectorscope is almost an
essential complementary requirement in u tilizing
the color-bar test waveform for diagnos is and
meas urement.
Since the effectiveness of the color-bar test
waveform as a diagnostic a nd measurement tool is a
function of the observer ' s und erstanding of t h e
waveform gen erat ion process, this chapter explores
composite color generation tec hniques.
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Block diagram of color
transformation process.
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The transformation of colored light in a studio
scene into a composite video waveform is a two-step
process consisting of :
1.

Optical separation of the light into three
primary colors which are then converted
into three electrical waveforms by the
light-sensitive camera tube. The three
waveforms correspond to red light, green
light, and blue light.

2.

The transformation of the three wave forms
into three different quantities which will
be easier to process through the television
system. This transformation process is
called encoding and is done to transmit
only the essential information needed to
reconstruct the original scene.

The major element of the NTSC color television system
is the matrix ing or "repackaging" of the red, green,
and blue primary color signals to allow transmission
of only the luminance and coloring information that
is actually required to produce a picture satisfactory
for eyeball interpretation.

encoding
matrix
process

The matrix process is illustrated in Fig. 10-2.
Since the three primary color signals are each
transformed into three different but related
quantities, nine separate video voltage levels are
needed to make the transformation.
The difficulty of verifying the encoding and
decoding process lies in the fact that the nine
separate levels needed for signal transformation
describe the luminance, hue, and saturation of a
colored object at any one time. If the displayed
colored object does not appear correct to the eye
(particularly true of a familiar object such as an
advertised store product) , where does the error
lie?
For example: A soap box may appear to be a darker
blue than norma l when observed on a picture monitor;
the question might arise, is the blue oversaturated
or is the luminance level below normal?

co lor-bar
test
waveform

Verifying correct encoding and processing of the
composite color video signal is greatly simplified
with a test waveform. The test waveform, called a
color-bar test waveform, c ontains the red, green,
and blue color information in the form of luminance
and the two color difference signals.
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Specifically, the color-bar waveform contains the
following information:
1.

Luminance levels.

2.

Chrominance levels.

3.

Luminance-to-chrominance amplitude ratio.

4.

Hue values.

5.

Primary color values.

6.

Transition timing between:
a.

Luminance and chrominance.

b.

The two color difference signals.

Notice that while the color-bar test waveform
contains a variety of information, all the different
components of the waveform will seldom, if ever,
be utilized at the same time. The reason is that
practical analysis of a complete video system using
the color-bar waveform falls into two catagories:
1.

Verifying the encoding process.

2.

Verifying that subsequent processing of the
encoded signal does not distort any part of
the composite color video waveform.

One of the most effective uses of the color-bar test
waveform when used in conjunction with a decoding
vectorscope is video system diagnosis -- determining
whether and what kind of distortion exists.
Therefore, this section will cover the primary
color-bar signal, how the normal color-bar components
are derived from the primary color video signals,
and the basic block diagram in the simplified video
system that converts these primary color-bar signals
to an encoded composite video waveform. Since the
waveform is very complex in nature, breaking it down
into its discrete components and determining what
makes up those components can be very useful for
diagnostic purposes.
Fig. 10-3 illustrates the decoded blue waveform and
appears identical to the original signal as generated
by the camera which is scanning a color-bar pattern.
Fig. 10-4 is the green decoded color signal and is
identical to the original green signal found in the
camera.
Fig. 10-5 is the remaining primary color signal, red.
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Fig. 10-3.

Fig. 10- 4.

Fig. 10-5.

Blue video signal of color-bar test patteni.

Green video signal of color-bar test patteni.

Red video signal of color-bar test patteni.
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luminance
signal
definition

Fig. 10-6 graphically illustrates the transformation
process of the red, green, and blue video signals to
a waveform that determines the brightness of the
reproduced scene. Notice that different percentages
of each primary color video signal are chosen to form
the luminance signal. The reason for the different
percentages is that the luminance signal serves two
purposes:
1.

The luminance signal describes the light
energy or brightness of the reproduced
light.

2.

The luminance signal also describes the
"whiteness" of the light energy when the
light is not colored light.

If the luminance signal were only used for brightness
information, the luminance component would be
comprised of one-third of each primary color. In
addition, the brightness level or light energy of
each primary color phosphor used in the picture tube
is not the same for reasons not significant to this
discussion.

brightness
definition

For purposes of this discussion brightness is defined
as the total amount of light energy perceived by the
eye. Brightness is interpreted relatively by the eye
as being very dim to very bright. For example, by
way of illustration, the color of the CRT display
from an oscilloscope is fixed by the chemical
composition of the phosphor. As the intensity control
is increased, only the brightness of the display is
changed.
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Standard
Source C

"white"'
ref e re nce

The "whiteness" of the luminance signal is defined
as "Standard Source C" which is a bluish white . In
contrast, other white standards ex ist, such as "equal
energy white" -- equal brightness amount of three or
more primary c olor light sources . "Standard Source
B" or "Standard Source A," which has a white "color"
similar to an incandescent light of yellowish white,
are other "white" references which are not used for
television applications. Obviously since the
different white standards contain different
percentages of primary colored light mixtures, the
brightness, being a sum of the individual primary
color brightnesses, will be different for each white
standard as observed in Fig. 10-7. The brightness
percentage of each primary color is graphically
shown in Fig. 10- 6.
This discussion is intended to help untangle the
confusion about the luminance signal which is
usually thought of only as the "white" signal. It
is important to bear in mind that the luminance
signal is not only the black and white signal, but
the brightness signal as well. The reason for the
twofold luminance signal is compatibility - - the
same signal on a monochrome receiver or picture
monitor can control on ly the brightness because the
"whiteness" is fix ed by chemical composition of the
phosphor, while on a color monitor display, the
"whiteness" is not fixed by chemical composition of
the phosphor . If the whiteness was controlled by
the color difference signals, the color monitor which
utilizes these signals might accurately reproduce the
display, but the monochrome monitor display would not
display the scene brightness proportional to the
brightness of the original scene.
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Graphic representation of the transfonnation process from
red, green, and blue to the Q color difference signal.
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color
difference
signals

Fig. 10-8 and Fig. 10-9 graphically illustrate the
remainder of the transformatio n process of the matrix
block -- deriving the two color difference signals
from the three primary color video signals. In
contrast to the luminance signal which describes
brightness from 0% to 100%, the two color difference
signals describe how the brightness will be
distributed between the three colored light sources
(phosphors) when the light from the scene differs
from the reference white light.
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in-phase
(I) s i gna I

quadrature
(Q) signal

Since the control of three primary colors are
necessary, at least two color difference signals are
needed, with both positive and negative magnitudes .
These two color difference signals are called I and
Q, names given by the original inventor of the
modulation technique to be discussed shortly. I is
the "in-phase" signal and Q is the quadrature signal,
although strictly speaking, neither signal is "in
phase" or "quadrature phase" with the phase
reference. The I-signal green and blue video voltages
are negative -- requiring two inverting amplifiers.
However, notice in Fig . 10-9, to eliminate the need
of one inverting amplifier, the I color difference
signal is converted to a -I signal; then only one -the red signal
is inverted .
At this point, we now have three "video" signals -the luminance signal corresponding to the brightness
and whiteness of the original scene, and two color
difference signals describing how that brightness
is distributed among the three colored light sources
at the picture monitor.
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signal
delay
I ines

doubly
balanced
mo du Ia tors

carrier
sidebands

All three of the signals are wideband (8 MHz) but
once the two color difference signals are derived
they are band-limited to produce relatively lowfrequency information compared to the luminance
signal. As illustrated in Fig. 10-10, the I signal
is passed through a lowpass filter with a frequency
response cutoff at approximately 1.3 MHz. The Q
signal is also passed through a lowpass filter, but
with a response cutoff of one-half megahertz. Because
of the bandwidth limiting in the I and Q color
channels, delay lines are needed so that the 50%
point on the transitions of the waveforms will
coincide at the same point in time, as shown in
Fig. 10-11. Since the Q channel has the greatest
band limitation, the signal delay is maximum for Q.
Delay lines added to the I signal path and the
luminance signal path cause all three signals to
arrive at the same time. (If this were not done,
the color registration would appear to be smeared
to the left of the screen, as displayed on a picture
monitor.)
After bandpass limiting, the I and Q signal are then
each applied to balanced modulators, commonly called
doubly balanced modulators. Recall that a modulator
is a product amplifier; that is, the output of the
amplifier is the product of the two input signals,
the video and the carrier signal. However, since it
j_s an amplifier, the output signal also contains the
sum of the two input signals and an amplified version
of each input signal.
Since only the product of the two input signals is
desired, by applying each input signal push-pull
(balanced) to the modulator, the output signals are
out-of-phase and cancel except for the product of
the two input signals. The modulator product output
is the carrier sidebands only, since the carrier,
the video, and as a result, the sum of the two input
signals are balanced out. In the color television
system there is a doubly balanced amplitude modulator
for the I color channel, and a second doubly balanced
modulator for the Q color channel.
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Band shaping of the lwninance and
two color difference signals.

Relative timing of video
transition of lwninance and col or
differ ence signals.
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Fig. 10-12 .

Modulated envelope of two color
difference signals.

One of the unique parts of the color television system
is the fact that the same carrier frequency is used
for both the I channel modulator and the Q channel
modulator, rather than using two independent
frequencies. And, because the frequencies are the
phase
displacement same, if we displace the phase of one subcarrier
with respect to the second subcarrier, we can then
vectorially add (since sinewaves are being added)
vector
the product sideband outputs of each of these two
additi on
demodulators together to form the modulated envelope
shown in Fig. 10-12.

arithmetic
addition

The modulated chrominance information then can be
arithmetically added, using resistors, to the
luminance signal, as shown in Fig . 10-13, saving
spectrum space and yet minimizing crosstalk between
each of the three signals. Adding the composite
sync and black set-up level, the signal then appears
as in Fig. 10-14 with the coded chrominance in the
form of what appears to be a single sinewave added
to the luminance signal. Closer inspection of
Fig. 10-14 will reveal that on every alternating
horizontal scanning line the sinewaves are moving
in the opposite directions, visually cancelling at
the picture tube any luminance-to-chrominance
crosstalk that may occur.
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Fig. 10-13.

Fig. 10-14.

Color video wavefonn comprising
the lwninance and modulated color
difference signals.

Complete composite color video
wavefonn.
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Fig. 11-1.

Multiburst test wavefonn containing
discrete frequencies of 0.5, 1.5,
2.0, 3.2, 3.58 and 4.2 :MHz.
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MULTIBURST TEST WAVEFORM

mu It i burst
video tes t
s i gnal

The multiburst video test signal illustrated in
Fig. 11-1 consists of two reference levels - - black,
white and six bursts of sinewaves from 0.5 MHz to
4.0 MHz. The discrete frequencies are 0.5 MHz,
1.5 MHz, 2.0 MHz, 3.2 MHz, 3.58 MHz, and 4.0 MHz .
Some signals use 4.2 MHz rather than 4.0; in most
generators on the market toda y, the frequencies are
slightly variable by adjustment.

In addition to the reference levels previously
describe d, the waveform contains composite sync so
that the s i gnal can be a pplied to conventional
multi burs t
video systems. The most genera l applications using
a pp l i cati ons the multiburst a r e :
1.

Quick gain/frequency verification.

2.

Frequency-selec tive amplitude nonlinearity
caused by rectification. Rectifica tion
produces an axis s hif t of the aver age DC
l evel which can be easily observed and
measure d wh en the oscilloscope lowpass
f ilter i s u sed .

3.

Quick check of cable equalizers.
Equalizer misadj ustment produces a hourglass amplitude r esponse where the center
frequ ency bursts are reduced in amplitude
with respect to the lower a nd higher
freq u en cy bursts.
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Fig. 11-2.

phase
response

Burst rounding on leading edges
caused by phase response errors.

One of the more subtle applications of the
multiburst is determining the relative phase/
frequency response at the discrete frequencies of
the multiburst . The rounding of the burst on the
leading and trailing edges of the burst packet can
give an indication of the phase response.
For example; note in Fig. 11-2 that the burst is
rounded. The phase response is not correct as
indicated by the different waveshape on the trailing
edges of the bursts. The defect can be produced by
multichanneled video systems where portions of the
spectrum are applied to separate channels.
Converting this waveform to a frequency spectrum
domain we will see the discrete frequencies of the
six sinewave bursts and spectrum of ±100 kHz on
either side of the discrete frequencies.
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MODULATED STAIRSTEP
TEST WAVEFORM

Emphasis was made earlier about the importance of
initially determining the presence of nonlinear
distortion. When a system is being evaluated,
invalid observations and measurements may result if
nonlinear distortion is present.

Ii nea ri ty
s t a irstep
test
waveform

The test waveform designed to measure nonlinear
distortions is called the linearity stairstep test
waveform. Several variations of the linearity test
waveform are employed in the broadcast industry but
all the variations have one common element -- a high
frequency sinewave arithmetically added to a lower
frequency, varying DC level.
The most popular low-frequency waveform is the
stairstep b ecause the discrete l evels can be more
easily measured in IRE units. The high-frequency
sinewave is 3.58 MHz -- the color subcarrier -because the most notabl e effects of nonlinear
distortion affect the color content of the displayed
pic ture. The color subcarrier can also affec t the
luminance l evel with e qually disturbing effect.
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Fig. 12-1.

Conventional modulated linearity
stairstep waveform.

The stairstep waveform is shown in Fig. 12-1.
A variation of the stairstep recently developed in
a new Tektronix waveform generator is illustrated
in Fig . 12-2.
Notice that only six modulated steps, wider than
normal, are used. The steps are preceded and followed
by unmodulated levels. Any axis shift of the
luminance level due to clipping or rectification of

Fig. 12-2.

Modified modulated stairstep
waveform.
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the 3 . 58- MHz subcarrier can then be easily observed.
Another significant difference is the step amplitude
which is the same as the modulated amplitude -making high-frequency amplitude loss easier to
identify.
Differential phase and differential gain not only
affect the chrominance, but the luminance can be
affected by the chrominance as well .
An additional feature of the new Tektronix linearity
test waveform is illustrated in the photograph of
Fig. 12-3 . Three different modulated envelopes -all the same phase -- are superimposed on a fixed
DC level. The DC level is variable with a front panel switch (variable APL) so the effects of color
saturation on the luminance level can be observed
and measured.
In the previous chapters, four basic test waveforms
have been described: The sinesquared transient
waveform, the color-bar waveform, the multiburst
frequency waveform, and the modulated stairstep
linearity waveform.
Now, utilizing the information contained in these
various test waveforms, we can begin to interpret
the display observed on the vectorscope or the
waveform monitor oscilloscope .

Fig. 12-3.

Chrominance modulated step for
measuring chrominance to luminance
differential phase and differential
gain.
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Fig. 13- 1.
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PICTURE-WAVEFORM
ANALYSIS

distorti o n
source

encoder
modu lator
carr ie r
imbal ance

When observing the color-bar test waveform on one
of these scopes for diagnostic purposes, one of the
first concerns , if distortion is apparent in the
display, is whether that distortion is caused by
the signal source itself or by the system through
which the signal is passed. The distortion itself
can give us that clue. We can also tell by t he
nature of the distortion whether the signal source
is from an electronically generated waveform or
whether it is from the test signal in the camera
encoder. Let's start by looking at some of the
display errors caused by the signal source itself.
One error typically found in an encoder, and
occasionally a difficult one to diagnose, is the
presence of modulator carrier imbalance which
results in a residual carrier appearing in the
output of the composite signal all the time.
Fig. 13-1 illustrates the vector diagram of the
decoded chrominance signal when the Q-channel carrier
balance is not correct. Normally this unbalance
can be seen displayed in a conventional vectorscope
such as the Tektronix Type 526, but it is difficult
to determine whether the display has simply drifted
or whether the v ec tor displacement is a DC vector
component. Using a Tektronix Type 520, however, the
color channels are DC-restored during the sync tip
interval when no chrominance signal occurs. Any
residual carrier on the chroma signal appearing at
the input of the demodulators will become a residual
DC voltage at the output of the demodulators -- this
causes the entire vec tor display to be displaced
a long the axis of the error . Note in Fig. 13-1,
this axis error is in the Q channel. Normally this
spot would be simply repositioned to t he center of
the gra ticule on a conventional vectorscope, but,
if o ther misa djustments exist in the encoder, some
int e r es ting di splays will r esult to complicate th e
interpretation .
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encoder
amp I i tu de
errors

amp I i tu de
and
carrier
errors
combined

For example, the Q demodulator, as noted in Fig. 13- 1,
does have carrier imbalance, and at the same time has
a reduced signal amplitude; the entire display will
be offset toward the minus Q axis. The Q channel
gain is low; however, the green vectors and the cyan
vectors will be very close to the correct position
on the vector display because of the Q carrier offset.
On the other hand the magenta vector will exhibit a
large displacement.
One of the common characteristics of both carrier
imbalance and erroneous channel gain is the
displacement of only one or two vectors while the
remaining vectors appear to be in the correct
locations. When the DC clamping of the chroma
signal is employed, these carrier imbalance errors
can readily be seen on the CRT display.
In addition to the DC clamping, the chroma channel
is also amplitude calibrated; therefore, any
amplitude errors from the modulator in the original
color encoders can readily be detected -- greatly
simplifying the adjustment of the color encoder.
A triple exposure of the R, G, ·and B outputs shown
in Fig. 13-2 illustrates defective Q carrier
imbalance. Note that the green decoded output is
high in amplitude, while the red decoded output and
the blue decoded output are at the correct amplitude.
Also note in the last three color bars, where green
should be turned off, the green is slightly above
the black level. The effect displayed on the
picture monitor will be a picture background tinted
slightly green as a result of the Q carrier imbalance
illustrated in Figs. 13-1 and 13-2.
Fig. 13-3 is a triple exposure display of the RGB
signal with I-channel carrier imbalance. Note that
the green output characterized by the first four
steps of the same level is very close to the
correct level. However, the blue decoded output has
been reduced in amplitude, and the red decoded output
has been increased in amplitude. The picture is
displayed on the picture monitor having a slight
orange cast to the overall picture, here again a
result of carrier imbalance.
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Fig. 13-2.

Fig. 13-3.
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Fig. 13-4.

primary
color
gain
error

Now let's go on to a different type of adjustment
error. The errors displayed in the following
illustrations occur in the luminance channel
resistive matrix which converts the RGB signals to
luminance. In the case of Fig. 13-4 note that
the first four steps are at the incorrect level as
indicated by the two dashed lines which are the
Since the green channel produces the
ideal levels.
first four steps of this display, all four levels
show approximately the same error. Recall that the
gray, yellow,
primary colors appear in the sequence:
cyan, green, magenta, red, and blue. Observing a
gain error in any primary color video channel can
be more easily seen by observing the other two
primary color decoded video channels.
So in Fig. 13-4 we are looking at an error in the
green resistor in the matrix network, or a resistive
adjustment as the case may be. We are observing
the results in the red decoded output, where the
effect is much more easily seen. Notice in Fig. 13-5
that the first two color bars and the fifth and sixth
color bars have an error of approximately the same
magnitude. Here the luminance resistive matrix of
the red video channel is in error, since red is on
for the first two bars and then alternating with
two bars off and then two bars on. The result,
however, is more easily observed by looking at the
green or the blue decoded channel -- in the case of
Fig. 13-5, the green decoded output. When the color
encoder is correctly adjusted, the triple exposure
display of the RGB outputs should appear similar to
that illustrated in Fig. 13-6.
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Fig. 13-5.

Fig. 13-6.
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Fig. 13-7.
These are some of the more common abnormalities that
might be expected from the signal generating source.
While these examples are not all of the errors that
can occur, they should serve to give the reader an
idea of the effectiveness of the R, G, and B display
modes when determining the quality of color
transmission -- or signal formation.

high-

fre quenc y
Joss

Let's now proceed to some o f the waveform display s
normally encountered in a video system where the
signal source is correct, but the composite video
signal is altered by the video system itself. Fig.
13-7 illustrates one of the most common c ompos i t e
video signal distortions that normally occurs. The
signal "distortion" is high-frequ ency loss , due
generally to cable losses or misadjustmen ts of cable
equalizers or distribution amplifiers. In Fig. 13-7,
notice that the display from left to right is in a
downward direction. Notice also that the bars do not
turn off completely, as evidenc ed by t he negative
excursion at about 15 IRE units instead of the
7.5-IRE-units black level.
The cause is equal reduction in amplitude of both
color difference signals due to high-frequency loss
or attenuation of the 3.58-MHz subcarrier signal.
The effec t as displayed on a picture monitor will be
a desaturation of all the c olors . The des a turation
is graphically illustrated in Fig. 13-7, looking at
th e blue decoded output. Notice that the blue
signal is not comple t e ly turne d o ff for th e yellow,
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green, and the red color bars, as it sh ould be,
causing desaturation (not hue change) of the monito r
display to occur.

I umi nance-

tochromin ance
r at i o
di ag nos i s

The displayed effect is more pronounced with the
blue signal than either the red or green. The
decoded output of the blue channel is made up of
only 11% luminance -- the majority of t he signal
contributing to the decoded blue is chrominance.
If the decoded vectorscope display slopes upward
from l e ft to right, then e ither th e chrominance is
excessive or the luminance is insufficient. However,
since the first step is 100% luminance and 0%
chrominance information , noting the amplitude of the
first bar on the lef t will quic kly determine whether
the luminance signal or the chrominance signal is in
error. The slope of the decoded bars , then, indicates
the ratio between the luminance and chrominance.
An upward slope, f or examp l e, would indicate that
the chrominance is excessive i n relation to the
luminance .
By way of review , the color-bar test waveform has
its primary value in determining whether specific
measurements n eed to be made in th e video sys t em
or wheth er the signal source itself must be
corrected . Th e color-bar waveform is not too us eful
in the standard video sys tem, other than determining
whether distortions ex ist. Other specific test
signals are connnonly used to make these measurements.
In the t yp ical wideband video system, the greater
the number of criteria used to judge the system,
the more complex the test signal, or alt e rnately,
t h e greater the number o f individual test s ignals
which must be used. In addition, the overall system
performance is even more difficult to evaluat e,
especially when the circuit under test is in us e.
Once we have d etermined that the signal source, such
as a color signal or encoded co lor-bar test signal ,
has been correctl y formed, we can then turn our
attention to th e second essential requirement of
the television system, that is, to reproduce t h e
signals without any substantial distortion.
I n an earlier chapt er (Cha pter 9 ), the nature of
the ampli tude /frequency response characteristic of
the video loop was discussed in t erms of transient
r esponse. The dis c us sion emphasis covered the "hows "
and " whys " of transient waveform analysis .
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transient
response
errors

Transient waveform analysis can reveal frequency
response errors, phase response errors and the
existence of nonlinear errors. The transient response
is important because of its direct effect on the
subjective display on the picture monitor. Waveform
measurements using transient waveforms, however,
cannot be made if nonlinear errors are present.
Transient response errors are connnonly described
differently when observing their effects on a picture
monitor. Many different names, such as streaking,
smearing, negative streak ing, echoes, reflections,
etc., describe these errors. The principal difference
between these descriptions is the duration of the
transient error with respect to the horizontal line
scanning t ime . Transient errors with a time duration
longer than line scanning time are considered field
rate errors, and as such, cause unfaithful reproduction
of the average scene brightness but do not affect
picture resolution.

compon ents
of tra ns ie nt
res ponse

Transient response consists of three things: The
leading and trailing edges, the steady-state
component or " flat top," a nd the transiti on corner.
These three components are shown in Fig. 13-8.
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Components of a video trans i tion.
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Fig. 13-9.

In exam1n1ng the leading and trailing edges of the
waveform transition in terms of the picture effect
the rate-of-change of the transition is very important.
The rate-of-change is a function of the frequency
bandwidth of the entire system (camera to picture
monitor). Starting with Fig. 13-9 the direct
relatj_onship between transition rate-of- change and
horizontal resolution can b e seen.

effects of
trans it ion
changes

The waveform photographs serve to show the freq uency
and transient r es ponse of the video amplifier driving
the pho to graphed picture display. In all the
illustrations showing the transition rate-of-change,
only the gain/frequency response and not t he phas e
response has b een altered.
Th e picture display of Fig . 13-9 is a T Si n 2 pulse
and bar transmitted through an 8-MHz amplifier .
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The pulse and bar waveform transmitted through the
8-MHz amplifier is shown in the photograph of Fig .
13- 10 . The multiburst (which is only 4 MHz) response
through the amplifier is shown in Fig . 13-11. A
magnified view of the transition rate- of- rise is
shown in Fig . 13-12 .

Fig. 13-10.
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Fig . 13-11.

Fig. 13-12.
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Figs. 13-13 through 13-16 demonstrate the effect of
reducing the amplifier bandwidth to the IRE frequency
rolloff characteristic. As shown in Fig. 13-16,
magnified display of the transition rate-of- rise,
only the transition time from one level to another
has been changed ; the flat top and corner shape
remain essentially the same.

cause of
picture
smea ring

The subjective effect of loss of amplifier b andwidth
is picture resolution degradation along the
horizontal a,xis only. The picture ef fect is d es c rib ed
as a mild form of picture smearing.
It is important to keep in mind that the horizontal
picture resolution in terms of required bandwidth
is not a function of the width of the reproduced
image. For example: The white window of t he picture
displays in Fi gs. 13-9 and 13-13 i s n early one-fourth
the width of the total p i c ture image . The a ssumption
might be made that the window reproduction requires
only 4 times the scanning frequency or about 75 kHz
of bandwidth to be satisfactorily reproduc ed . Such
an assumption can be made if the edges of t he window
are ignored -- in oth e r words, ignoring the desi r ed
r e solut i on.

Fig. 13-13.
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Fig. 13-14.

Fig. 13-15.

Fig. 13-16.
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Fig. 13-17.
Reducing the bandwidth even further produces the
extreme picture smearing shown in Fig. 13-17. The
transitions of the T Sin 2 pulse and bar shown in
Fig. 13-18 are essentially undistorted except for
the much slower rate-of-change. The Sin 2 impulse
has been almost completely attenuated but
proportionally widened.
Fig . 13-19 illustrates the resolution loss in terms
of the frequency bandwidth reduction and its effect
on the multiburst frequency waveform.
A comparison of the transition time is shown in
Fig. 13-20 contrasted to Fig. 13-16. This further
demonstrates the effect of transition rate-of-change
caused directly by amplifier bandwidth reduction.

vertical
picture
resolution

Notice in Figs. 13-9, 13-13, and 13-17 that the
resolution in the vertical direction has remained
the same . The resolution on the vertical axis of
the scanned picture is determined by the number of
scanning lines and the quality of interlace. Under
ideal vertical field scanning conditions, the
resolution is 480 lines (525 minus the blanking
lines). However, if the interlaced lines were
superimposed, the resolution on the vertical axis
would be reduced to 240 lines -- the maximum
resolution degradation possible on the vertical
axis. Most receivers and studio picture monitors
do not have either perfect interlace on the one
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Fig. 13-18 .

Fig. 13-19.

Fig . 13- 20 .
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Fig. 13-21.

Fig. 13-22.
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hand or superimposed scanning lines on the other
hand. The interlace quality of most picture
monitors is satisfactory enough, however, to produce
a vertical line resolution in excess of 400 lines.
The next area of the transition to consider is the
flat-top portion. Degradations of the flat top of
the transition are subjectively described as picture
streaking. The same phenomena, when observing the
waveform, is called overshoot or rolloff.
positive
streaking

Fig. 13-21 shows positive streaking (called positive
because of the brightened trail to the left of the
white window) displayed on the picture monitor.
Positive streaking is caused by either exponential
midfrequency rolloff, as shown in Fig. 13-22, or
exponential low-frequency boost. The difference
between the two distortions is determined by where
the correct level is eventually reached after
sufficient time has elapsed.
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Fig. 13-23.

Fig. 13-24.
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negati ve
streaking

Fig. 13-23 shows negative streaking on the picture
monitor caused by a midfrequency gain boost . The
transient effect is shown in Fig . 13-24.
In TV broadcast jargon, the term
"midfrequency" is not synonomous with
"midband"; midfrequency refers to the
frequencies between the scanning frequency
of 15. 750 kHz to about one-tenth the scanning
frequency or 150 kHz.

exponential
frequency
ca uses

edge effect

The exponential frequency-response change is usually
the result of RC signal voltage dividers, commonly
used in amplifier feedback loops and signal input
voltage dividers. Looking at the effect another
way, the exponential decay of a video transient is
essentially the time-constant of the RC network in
question.
If the RC time constant is very short , the same type
of distortion, shown in Fig. 13-22 and Fig. 13-24,
produces a much shorter-duration streaking on the
picture monitor display, commonly described as edge
effeet or crisping. The distortion is the same -only the duration is different. Some camera aperture
adjustments consist of compensated RC voltage
dividers similar to an oscilloscope attenuator but
with short RC time constants .
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Bandpass filters, 29, 64
Black reference level, 46, 49
Blanking distribution
amplifier, 33
Blanking pulses, 45
Brightness (defined), 83
Brightness level, 46
Burst keying pulses, 46
Cable equalizers , 31-33
Cable losses , 33
Camera, 3-8
Camera control unit, 5-8
Carrier sidebands, 90
CCU, 5-8
Chromaticity chart, 85
Chrominance, 80, 99
Clamper, 36-37
Color-bar waveform, 76-93,
101-107
Color difference signals,
87-93
I signal, 89
Q signal, 89
Color subcarrier, 46, 97
Composite sync, 45-51, 95
Composite video detector,
26
Cueing, 27
Decoding vectorscope, 77
Delay lines, 90
Distortions, 56-57, 101-119
Doubly balance modulators, 90
Drive pulses, 45
Edge effect, 119
Encoder amplitude errors, 102
Encoder modulator carrier
imbalance , 101-103
Fader, 21-25
Fade-to-black , 23
Field sync pulse, 23, 45-49
Film island, 19
Filters, 29
Flag pulse, 27, 46
Frequency modulation, 15
HAD (defined), 62, 69
Half-amplitud e duration
(defined), 62, 69

Head band , 12
High band, 15-17
High-frequenc y loss , 106
Hue, 46, 80
Image orthicon, 4-5
I signal (defined), 89
Keying, 25
Lap dissolve, 23
Linearity stairstep waveform,
97-99
Line monitor, 21
Line sync pulses, 43-49
Loop through, 55
Low band, 15- 17
Luminance, 80-83, 97-99
Luminance resistive matrix
errors, 104-105
Luminance signal (defined),
83
Luminance-to- chrominance
ratio, 107
Matrixing, 79-83
Measurement requirements,
53-57
Midfrequency gain boost, 119
Mixer amplifier, 23
Modulated stairstep waveform,
97-99
Modulator carrier imbalance,
101-103
Multiburst test waveform,
95-96
Negative streaking, 119
Overshoot, 117
Picture monitor, 5, 7
Positive streaking, 117
Preview monitor, 21
Proc amp, 34
Processing amplifier, 34
Pulse and bar waveform,
71-75, 109-119
Q signal (defined), 89
Recording equipment, 9-17
Return loss, 56
RGB waveform, 8
Rolloff, 117
Saturation, 46
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Scanning rate, 43
Servo control, 9
Signal switching , 21-26
Sinesquar ed impulse, 62,
68-75' 109-119
l/2T Sin 2 (defined) , 70
T Sin 2 (defined) , 69
2T Sin 2 (defined) , 69
20T Sin 2 (defined) , 70
Modulated 20T Sin 2 , 73-75
Smearing , 112-113
Special effects, 21, 25
Standard Source C, 84
Standing waves, 55
Streaking , 117-119
Studio switcher , 21-26
Superimp osure, 23
Switching amplifie r, 23
Switching matrix, 23
Sync comparat or, 26
Sync distribut ion amplifie r,
33
Sync generato r, 45-48
Sync pulses,
Composit e, 49-51, 95
Field, 23, 45-49
Line, 43-49
Tape speed, 11-13
Tape transpor t, 9
Telecine, 19, 53
Televisio n tape recorder,
9-17
Timing reference , 46
Timing signals, 43
Tracking error, 15
Transien t response , 59-75,
107-119
Vertical resolutio n, 114-116
Video distribut ion amplifie r,
33
Video waveform , 43-51
Vidicon, 4-5
Visual exciter, 29
Visual modulato r, 29
VTR, 9-17
Waveform monitor, 7
White reference , 84

Wiping, 25
YRGB waveform , 8
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